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à Introduction

The cancellation law for natural addition is usually formulated as a conditional equation:

forall@a, b, c, implies@a + b == a + c, b == cDD
not@exists@a, exists@b, exists@c, and@a + b == a + c, not@b == cDDDDDD

In this notebook we derive a variable−free version of this law.  Recall that the ternary relation  NATADD  is the class of all
ordered triples pair[pair[a,b],c] such that  a + b = c.  The assertion that  NATADD  is a function is equivalent to saying
that the sum c  is determined by the summands  a  and  b.  The cancellation law for natural addition is equivalents to the
statement that  b  is also determined by  a and  c, that is, that  rotate[NATADD] is a function.  This result is derived below
from the fact that the restriction of the successor function to natural numbers is one−to−one.   Had we assumed the axiom of
regularity, it would be generally one−to−one.  

à a general theorem

The definition of iterate[x,y] is not restricted to the case that  x  is a function, and up to now the only rule relating it to
functions is this rather weak statement:

FUNCTION@iterate@funpart@xD, singleton@yDDD
True

In order to eliminate the variable  y  we want to restate this in terms of  power[x].  Note the following:

composite@inverse@LEFT@yDD, power@funpart@xDDD
iterate@funpart@xD, singleton@yDD

Thus the statement proved already can be rewritten as:
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FUNCTION@composite@inverse@LEFT@yDD, power@funpart@xDDDD
True

The next step is to rewrite this in yet another way that brings rotate explicitly into the picture:

FUNCTION@composite@flip@rotate@inverse@power@funpart@xDDDDD, LEFT@yDDD
True

The above observations suggested the following single−step derivation of the desired result:

Map@equal@V, #D &, SubstTest@class, y, FUNCTION@composite@rotate@zD, LEFT@yDDD,
z -> rotate@flip@inverse@power@funpart@xDDDDDDD �� Reverse

FUNCTION@rotate@inverse@power@funpart@xDDDDD == True

FUNCTION@rotate@inverse@power@funpart@x_DDDDD := True

à Applications

Had we not known already that  NATADD  is a function, we could have deduced it like this:

SubstTest@FUNCTION, rotate@inverse@power@funpart@xDDDD, x -> composite@id@omegaD, SUCCDD
FUNCTION@union@NATADD, inverse@LEFT@0DDDD == True

For the cancellation law, we want instead to apply the general theorem to the inverse of the successor function restricted to
the set  omega  of natural numbers.  We need one lemma:

SubstTest@power, inverse@xD, x -> composite@SUCC, id@omegaDDD
power@composite@inverse@SUCCD, id@omegaDDD ==
union@cart@singleton@0D, IdD, inverse@rotate@NATADDDDD
power@composite@inverse@SUCCD, id@omegaDDD :=
union@cart@singleton@0D, IdD, inverse@rotate@NATADDDDD

For this we deduce:

SubstTest@FUNCTION, rotate@inverse@power@funpart@xDDDD,
x -> composite@inverse@SUCCD, id@omegaDDD
FUNCTION@union@composite@rotate@NATADDD, SWAPD, inverse@LEFT@0DDDD == True

FUNCTION@union@composite@rotate@NATADDD, SWAPD, inverse@LEFT@0DDDD := True

This result can be cleaned up a little:

SubstTest@implies, and@subclass@u, vD, FUNCTION@vDD, FUNCTION@uD,8u -> composite@rotate@NATADDD, SWAPD,
v -> union@composite@rotate@NATADDD, SWAPD, inverse@LEFT@0DDD<D

FUNCTION@rotate@NATADDDD == True

FUNCTION@rotate@NATADDDD := True
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à Reformulations of the Cancellation Law 

To get a more familiar formulation, we will  need the following corollary:

SubstTest@composite, funpart@yD, inverse@funpart@yDD,
y -> rotate@NATADDDD

composite@SECOND, intersection@composite@inverse@FIRSTD, FIRSTD,
composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDDD, inverse@SECONDDD == id@omegaD

composite@SECOND, intersection@composite@inverse@FIRSTD, FIRSTD,
composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDDD, inverse@SECONDDD := id@omegaD

To sequester  NATADD  from the actions of  class  and  assert, we introduce a variable  n, and write pluseq[x,y,z] for the
statement  x + y == z.

pluseq@x_, y_, z_D := member@pair@pair@x, yD, zD, composite@n, id@cart@V, VDDDD
For sets this is:

pluseq@a, b, cD �. n -> NATADD

and@member@c, omegaD, member@pair@a, cD, iterate@SUCC, singleton@bDDDD
The familiar formulation of the cancellation law can now be seen from this:

class@pair@x, yD, exists@w, z, and@pluseq@z, x, wD, pluseq@z, y, wDDDD �. n -> NATADD

id@omegaD
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